LIST OF CORE READINGS (all readings, including TAR below, will be provided to selected participants)


Channing William Ellery. “Likeness to God”: 3-20. [in TAR]
Cole, Phyllis, and Jana Argersinger, eds. Toward a Female Genealogy of Transcendentalism. U Georgia P, 2014. [selected chapters as assigned]
Emerson, Lidian Jackson. “Transcendental Bible”: 381-83. [in TAR]
Emerson, Ralph Waldo. “Divinity School Address”: 230-45. [in TAR]


---. *The Transcendentalists and Their World*. Farrar, Straus, and Giroux, 2021. [selected chapters as assigned]


Jackson, Ellen Garrison. Letter to Reverend Samuel Hunt, 13 April 1866. Amistad Research Center, Tulane University.


Peabody Elizabeth Palmer. “Woman” from “The Conversations of Margaret Fuller”: 280-89. [in TAR]


---. “A Plea for Captain John Brown”: 628-47. [in TAR]
---. “Resistance to Civil Government”: 546-65. [in TAR]
---. “Slavery in Massachusetts”: 602-14. [in TAR]